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Sustainability


Sustainable transport




transport choices
transport modes
land use decisions

?

•

•

The philosophy of value is
dealed with the system of
values, which is the main
reason of many people
have concluded deals
throughout their lives.
. Life forces man to take
decisions or to make
choices to distinguish
good and evil, as a result
people arrive in a number
of judgments like good,
bad, disgraceful, beautiful
and ugly.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF
VALUE
(BC 4-3.CENTURIES)

THEORY OF FORMS
PLATO

ARISTOTALES

HEDONISM
EPICUROS

•
•
•
•
•

•

"Are there any sources of values?",
"Are values within or outside of us?",
"Are they objective or subjective?",
"Are they fixed or variable?",
"Are there any absolute values for all societies valid
for every time period?"
"Do these values show changes from society to
society from time to time?"





The history of axiology has ever been a basis to
the discussions of many philosophers on
philosophy, individual, society and environment.
Today’s discussions on environment and
sustainability are indeed different evaluations on
the question “what is the best for the humanity?”.

•



Aristotle tried to create a kind of „self-sustained households“
in his famous book Politics:

[…] But as there are many sorts of provision, so are the methods of
living both of man and the brute creation very various… and the
manner in which all those live who follow the direction of nature,
and labour for their own subsistence, is nearly the same, without
ever thinking to procure any provision by way of exchange or
merchandise, such are shepherds, husband-men, robbers,
fishermen, and hunters: some join different employments together,
and thus live very agreeably; supplying those deficiencies which
were wanting to make their subsistence depend upon themselves
only: thus, for instance, the same person shall be a shepherd and a
robber, or a husbandman and a hunter; and so with respect to the
rest, they pursue that mode of life which necessity points out. This
provision then nature herself seems to have furnished all animals
with, as well immediately upon their first origin as also when they
are arrived at a state of maturity…[Aristotle, Politics- Book I-Chapter
VIII]



Hedonism is a school which argues that pleasure is the only
intrinsic good. In Antic Greek, two important hedonist
streams appeared:
◦ The Cyrenaics school; the only intrinsic good is pleasure,
◦ The Epicurean view; the highest pleasure is obtained by knowledge,
friendship and living a virtuous and temperate life.





Epicure is in the same opinion with Aristotle that happiness is
the highest level of good.
Epicureans are focused on personal ethic rather than political
or social system’s problems.

•

All of the activities, even the most loyal ones, are done to
have pleasure.



A very famous phrase from a Latin poem by Horace is;



“Carpe diem, quam minimum credula postero –



"Seize the Day, trusting as little as possible in the future".



The two great philosophers have ideas that are almost exact
duplicates; however, Epicurus seems to take a different
direction when it comes down to certain ideas.
◦ Aristotle believes that there are axioms used in all reasoning.
◦ Axioms, to Aristotle, are the most fundamental principles that he uses
before explaining what substance and essence entail.
◦ These axioms are self-evident laws that do not need proof.
◦ Epicurean metaphysics follows the belief that the only things that exist are
matter and void.
◦ The universe is unlimited.





Limits to Growth
(Meadows et.al, 1972).
Limits to Growth
(Meadows et.al, 2004)

8.Scenario









Our knowledge, according to Aristotle, is limited. We
use our senses to obtain knowledge and store our
experiences as memories.
These memories produce experiences, in the sense
that one can learn from experiences.
We may not know the causes of certain things, but we
are able to use these experiences to our advantage by
gathering more information through experience to
find out the causes of certain things.
Even though our knowledge is limited, we by nature
desire to know.

Cycle as a spiral process; Out of
the level of expectation and the
experience of the moment every
new experience changes the
expectation and every new
expectation leads to new sources
of experience; Source: Riedl
(1985)







Human activities are based on the
perceived difference between reality and
issues. Is there a difference perceptible,
activities changing reality to a desired
one will be the result.
We are learning by comparing
expectation with following activity and
resulting experience.
The human mobility is steered beside by
different purposes of trips by a lot of
learning effects on different levels.







The standard definition of sustainability is due to the
Brundtland Commission (1987), who defined sustainable
development as;
[..] development that meets the needs of the present generation without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. [..]
The Brundtland Report, 1987

Definitions, which pose some other responsibilities to
sustainable growth…

 protect environmental assets (Breheny, 1990) and natural resources (May,
et.al (2003),
 keep development within the limits of environment’s assimilative capacity
(Daly, 1991; Asheim and Brekke, 1997)
 economic growth together with the protection of environmental quality
(http://www.gdrc.org/sustdev/definitions.html),
 promote an equitable and just society (McKenzie, 2004)
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SUSTAIN??
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In Phillip Sutton’s words;‘[s]ustainability is not “about” the

integration of ecological, social and economic issues, nor is it
“about” widespread consultation something. To understand
the concept … you need to identify the focus of …concern.’
And the focus of concern is the “values”.







The definitions of sustainability reflect an Aristotelian way of
thinking.
In addition to meeting today’s needs, future’s needs are also
considered, just like Aristotle’s household management.
In addition to complete happiness of human beings, that idea
helps also sustain of the life itself.

VALUES
FOR THE SOCIETY




VALUES FOR THE
INDIVIDUAL

The problem of sustainability is expected to be a decisionmaking problem in a society.
Discrepancies between overall purposes - under given
circumstances - and individual happiness within the borders
of existing structures - often present a dilemma structure.








Planning as a discipline has to take care of the society’s
welfare as a whole.
Thus, the values system to be accepted is the universal one
which takes system behaviour as a basis.
Individual in this system determines the scale of the planning.
For a sustainable transport structure, human should be
placed in the focus of planning.





Although private car use is the preferred behaviour in human
values system and people don’t want to give it up, it results
increasing distances between activities, that increases energy
consumption and in addition private car use uses city’s
energy budget in ever-increasing levels.
The structure that individual would like to sustain brings
unsustainable results to the society. For this reason, while
designing transport structures, instead of private pleasures,
values systems which takes system behaviour into
consideration should be taken into account.







In planning, measures should be taken to support pedestrian
circulation which is an indicator of livable environments.
In street design, the barriers against free movement of
pedestrians should be removed.
The transport modes should be listed as follows;
◦ Pedestrian
◦ Cycles
◦ Public transport
◦ Cars under strict physical, financial control of the society
while the transport structure is formed.






With a basic change in spatial structures,
Space and garage organizations should be changed.
Car free areas should be planned.
Minimum distance between parked cars and human activities
greater than to pt – stops should be supplied.



Thank you ….
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